
No more guessing games.
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Benefits:
› quick and easy to connect
› reduces crimping of hoses
› makes it easy to identify hoses
› heat, oil and UV resistant
› low-cost
› highly-versatile - fits nearly all hydraulic hoses
› saves time
› available in six colors designed to match tractors 
› available in four sizes

How much time is spent out in the field struggling to attach slippery, oily, and dirty hydraulic 

hoses? How much time is spent guessing which hose attaches to which port, only to get 

back in the tractor and realize they are mixed up? Plus, how often do hydraulic hoses fail or 

burst because of tight bends at the fitt ing connection? Save some time and money with 

HydraGrip - a low-cost solution designed to help farmers extend the life of their hydraulic 

hoses all while reducing the amount of time and effort spent on connecting hydraulic hoses. 

These highly-versatile and rugged grips are available in o-ring boss and NPT (pipe thread), 

six colors, four sizes and a variety of imprint options.
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Ask about our other solutions - all designed to boost your bottom 
line and increase the life of your costly equipment.  

HydraGrip
How it works
By Ergonomics: Quick-couplers are difficult to 

connect in the best of conditions, add the oil and dirt 

from being in the field, and you have a nearly 

impossible, and very slippery, connection. HydraGrip 

eliminates this problem by providing a solid, 

ergonomic handle allowing for a firm grip and proper 

force required to seat the connection.

       Color Options
› Grips are available in gray, black, blue, red, yellow     
  and green. Package a pair in any color combination.

       Symbol Options
› In addition to color-coding, your grips can       
  be organized by symbol - available in pressure,     
  return, HydraGrip or your very own custom design.

       Size Options
› Grips are available in 1/4”, 3/8“, 1/2” and 3/4“ 

       Thread Options 
› Available in O-ring boss or NPT (pipe thread)

Every HydraGrip is built with the highest 

quality steel fitt ing, stainless steel 

fasteners and durable, UV resistant 

shells.  Built to last, the HydraGrip has 

proven to be a tool that no implement can 

be without. 

By Color: Sorting out which hydraulic hose connects to which tractor remote can be a time-consuming 

task - especially on implements with multiple circuits. HydraGrip uses color and symbol identifiers to 

facilitate accurate connections and help prevent cross-circuit and reverse connections. This not only 

saves valuable time, but also helps to reduce equipment damage and service/warranty calls. 
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